
Replica PC1 Storm pneumatic black standard
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18174-Replica-PC1-Storm-pneumatic-black-standard

SKU Designation French Law Shots Energy (J) Length (cm) Weight (g) Airsoft Type MSRP

LE1250
Replica PC1 Storm pneumatic

black standard 
Vente libre 55  2  62.5  1600  R-Shot  519.00 € incl. tax

The PC1, the compact and very powerful Made in France sniper replica out of the box.

Sniper Bullpup
Designed and assembled in France
Ultra compact (625 mm without silencer)
Very light (1.6kg)
Equipped with the “R-Shot System”
Long internal barrel (460mm).
Powerful out of the box
Possibility of external customization
Simple (no dismantling) and precise (notched) hop up adjustment
Easy and quick power adjustment
VSR-10 charger compatibility
VSR10 compatible hop up joint

11.1V Lipo battery recommended

 

R-shot system:
STORM AIRSOFT presents its new system for a unique gaming experience.

No more expensive Upgrades to gain performance...

Very efficient out of the box thanks to our manual pneumatic system “R-Shot System” which we have
chosen to integrate into a new type of Sniper and “Made in France”. 

 This system consists of no longer having mechanical parts! Each time the sniper is manually armed, a
volume of air is compressed in a closed tank. 

When firing, an electromagnet releases the air stored in the tank which pushes the ball in a very regular
manner giving it performance never seen on an original sniper. 

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18174-Replica-PC1-Storm-pneumatic-black-standard


No mechanical noise is audible apart from the air escaping from the muzzle of the barrel, which can
completely disappear with the addition of a silencer. 

Ultra compact (625 mm without silencer) and very light (1.6 kg), the design of the “R-Shot System” allows
the sniper to be very maneuverable while retaining a large internal barrel (460 mm). 

We have done everything to satisfy the player by developing a “ready to play out of the box” sniper offering
exceptional performance! No modification of parts is necessary, no upgrade is required with this
revolutionary new replica!

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


